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CampArtists

A great
team find
A WAY TO INSPIRE
Meet our
Campers
The initative aims

to create ideal
conditions for composers, lyricists and music
producers to develop freely and calmly
in an appropriate spiritual, intellectual
and technical environment. The CAMP is an
opportunity for artists that take them out
of the usual “everyday life” and embedded
in an inspiring and creative place where the
creative process reaches the highest level.
The mission statement of the organisers
powered by SBSC

Talented lyricists, musicians, composers,
and singer-songwriters with skilled producers
working personally together for three days.
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ARNIS RAČINSKIS

ARTHUR WILLS

AUGUSTINE DUNN

PRODUCER, SONGWRITER

TOPLINER, SONGWRITER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

I started writing and playing
in indie bands in the mid 90s
and then I transitioned into
the sad life of endless hours
in recording studios where
I’ve been writing melodies and
lyrics, producing, recording,
mixing and mastering songs
for other artists, including radio
TOP20 hits, rappers, rockers,
lots of commercials and a
local winner of Eurovision. :)

Growing up in a musical
household he took his first
steps as a musician at a young
age. He started playing drums
and guitar as a kid, and later he
was asked to a band as a singer
and never stopped singing
after that. Recorded a couple
of EP’s, played some national
radio shows and did a few tours
in Holland. He is able to write
and sing for multiple genres.

I am a singer-songwriter
and frontman of The Silver
Spoons (indie rock). I was
born in France to British
parents and had been living
in Czechia since I was 9.
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ALBERT MARKIEWICZ

BRUNO MIGUEL

ELA DAN

PRODUCER, SONGWRITER

PRODUCER, SONGWRITER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

A 27-year-old music producer,
writer and mixing & mastering
engineer
from
Poland.
He collaborated with many
foreign artists and released
over 500 musical tracks under
various aliases. Recently, he
is working with the Top#1
producers on Spotify Poland.
He also mixing and mastering
for various Polish top artists.
One of his recent works reached
No.1 on the Polish YouTube
Trending Chart in just 3 days.

:PAPERCUTZ’s new found
dark and exotic electronic pop
encloses layered choral vocals,
minimalist digital synth motifs
and cinematic textures. From
Hyper Pop to Afro inspired
clubbing songs. Celebrated
by the likes of The Fader and
XLR8R with airplay from UK’s
BBC Music to Japan’s FM
Kobe. The group lead by Bruno
showcasing their album and
return to touring throughout
Europe and Asia end of 2022.

My name is Angelika Bruckner,
but everyone calls me Ela.
I am a singer-songwriter from
Austria and I have been writing
songs for a very long time.
I love to paint, to sing, and
to take care of my plants.
My source of inspiration
is being in nature and to
philosophize with people.
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EMI EMI

EVA SAJANOVA

FRUZSINA GIRINCSI

PRODUCER, SONGWRITER

TOPLINER, SONGWRITER

TOPLINER, SONGWRITER

No bio.

Eva Sajanova is a 19-years
old artist from Slovakia.
She graduated in 2021 from
Bratislava Conservatory in
classical music composition,
and currently, she’s learning
Documentary filmmaking at
the Academy of Performing
Arts in Bratislava. In 2021 she
released a debut EP with her
band/music project “God and
Eve” on Slnko Records, followed
by the second EP, “The fastest
way to deep clean a house”.

A Budapest-based singer and
songwriter. She studied jazz
and theatrical arts in Budapest
and Rome. Her philosophy is
that music is one of the many
ways to communicate. Melody
and lyrics are organically
linked in her music. Many
genres have influenced her
attitude to music. Her poetic
story-telling
lyrics
cover
topics from our everyday,
individual micro-cosmoses to
a wider-angle view of living.

Ask me if you want to know
about me.
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JOWST

ANNA KORNIS

ÁBEL MIHALIK

PRODUCER, SONGWRITER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

PRODUCER, SONGWRITER

Joakim With Steen, better
known as JOWST started out
as a guitarist in an alternative
rock band but ended up
as
a
platinum-rewarded
Producer, songwriter, and
artist from Norway. He has
worked with hundreds of
songwriters and artists and
started the Oslo Songwriting
Camp
back
in
2018.
And in 2017 he represented
Norway in Eurovision and
gained a top 10 placement.

Anna Kornis is a 20 year
old singer/songwriter from
Budapest, Hungary.

My main instrument is the
drums but I am playing
bass, guitar, some keys
and do sing for a while.

Currently she studies at Berklee
College of Music in Boston,
where she majors in Vocal
Performance and Songwriting.

I am writing songs and lyrics for
about 18 years and producing
them. I am curious about this
camp to find out how can a
bunch of people work together
under these circumstances.
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ROMAN CHERENOV

NÈRO SCARTCH

PAWEŁ SWIERNALIS

TOPLINER, SONGWRITER

PRODUCER, MUSICIAN

PRODUCER, SONGWRITER

AKA: Morphom. I am a
sound producer with robust
problem-solving skills and
proven experience increating
and editing music and sound in
artistand movie environment.
His main skills are:

Jakub Svoboda aka Nèro
Scartch aka Purple Boi,
27y.o. song-writer, producer,
mixing
engineer,
multiinstrumentalist. Went through
several bands of several genres
as well as commercial, theatre
and film music experience.
Co-founded
band
called
MYDY and played Glastonbury,
Sziget, Fusion Festival, US and
South Korean tours etc.

Swiernalis is polish producer/
singer/songwriter based in
alternative music. His style is
combining rock/melancholic
sounds
with
electronic/
dance music.
He’s signed
with one of biggest polish
label - Kayax. He’s known for
cooperations with many polish
stars, and also young artists.
Consistently building his own,
hard way heading to the point
of his unique, original style.

- songwriting
- arrangement
- sound engineering
- vocal design
- mixing
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PÉTER PEJTSIK

RICHARD GRIMM

BARBARA SCHOBLOCHER

SONGWRITER, ARRANGER

TOPLINER, SONGWRITER

TOPLINER, SONGWRITER

While graduating as a cellist
I also took up the bass guitar
early on and greatly enjoyed
participating in diverse styles
of music. Collaboration has
always been my forte. My
ability of always being open
to ideas different from my
own has made me learn a lot.
The list of my works includes
collaborations with numerous
Hungarian
pop
bands,
producers and performers
and working in productions
and music stage plays. I have
also conducted hundreds
of international film scores.
I give lectures on orchestration,
notation
or
conducting
at
different
institutions.

Richard Grimm is a 26-years
old Slovak musician, student
of classical composition, and
multi-instrumentalist focusing
on classical, experimental,
and
pop/jazz
music.

Barbara Schoblocher jazzsinger graduated professional
singer.

He acts in bands like God
and Eve, Raptor Koch, Boh
Vajec, and Sokolská 18 and is
currently studying his second
year at HAMU in Prague.

Since 2011 she is the topliner
singer of the Fonogram (IFPI
Hungary) and Artisjus junior
awarded band Blahalouisiana.
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BÁLINT SZEILER

JUDIT VINCZE - ZSÜD

ŽOFIE DAŘBUJÁNOVÁ

TOPLINER, SONGWRITER

SINGER, SONGWRITER

TOPLINER, SONGWRITER

Singer, songwriter of the
Budapest based alternative
metal
group
Tündérvese.

She loves experimenting with
cinematic
and
electronic
elements, wandering not too
far from pop genres. She
studied classical piano and
music theory as a kid, after
getting her Masters degree in
engineering she returned back
to music from the electronic
angle. She studied music
production and sound design,
now is co-leader of imPro,
Budapest School of Music and
Technology. Her debut album
‘REWIRING’ was released in
March 2021.

She is a Czech lead singer
of electropop band called
MYDY. With the band she’s
released four studio albums,
travelled all over the world
from Canada to South Korea
and performed at festivals
such as Glastonbury (UK),
Fusion Festival (DE), Sziget
(HU), Paaspop, Lowlands (NL),
Ottawa Blues Fest, Quebec
Festival d’Été (CAN), etc.
Shortly before the pandemic
she released her solo album
‘High On Being’ under name
Zofie Dares.

Also plays rhythm guitar
in
Abigél.
Turkish
rock
enthusiast, and lover of field
recording and beatmaking.
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ZUZANNA OSSOWSKA
TOPLINER, SONGWRITER

Songwriter, producer, lyricist
and
multi-instrumentalist.
Her main instrument is the
bass guitar, but she also plays
piano, gamelan (Indonesian
idiophones),
drums,
and
sings. As a literary scholar
with a PhD thesis on music in
twentieth-century prose, she
deals with art in theory and
practice: writes articles about
music and language and runs
a column in the magazine
for professional musicians
“Muzyk”.
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JOHNNY K. PALMER

ZOLTÁN CZUTOR

CHIEF TRANSFORMATION
OFFICER OF ARTISJUS

MEMBER OF THE SBSC TEAM,
SINGER, SONGWRITER

He is a lawyer and PR
communications expert and
the
Chief
Transformation
Officer of Artisjus. In 2010 he
oversaw the development and
implementation of Artisjus’s
communication
strategy.
He regularly holds lectures
for artists and lawyers on
copyright law. He is the founder
of the DEX Songwriting Expo,
the “Dal+Szerző” magazine
and blog.

Johnny has been working
in the music industry as a
singer/songwriter for the last
11 years and as an artist has
shared the stage with names
such as Delirious, T-Bone,
Jermaine Jackson, Kevin Max,
and Kirk Franklin. He was first
introduced on the Austrian
Casting Show STARMANIA
in 2006. He co-wrote two
Eurovision entries for Hungary
in 2011 “Wolf Katy - What
about my dreams” and in
2013 “Bye Alex - One for me”.

MEMBER OF THE SBSC TEAM,
SINGER, SONGWRITER,
ARTISJUS BOARD MEMBER

TEAM

PÉTER BENJÁMIN TÓTH

He is a known and renowned
leader for many bands (Nyers,
Belmondo, Czutor, etc.) and
committed personnel of the
Hungarian music industry.
Dedicated on all important
movements helping flourish
and develop the Hungarian
music scene taking part of
organizing events as like the
first Songbook Songwriting
Camp in 2017, 2018 and the
current ASC Camp. He is a
professional guitarist and
singer.
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BORI KOCZKA

ROLAND CSIPAI

SBSC ORGANIZER, COO OF
ZENESZÖVEG.HU/SONGBOOK

SBSC FOUNDER, MUSIC
PUBLISHER, CEO

I am working since 2007
at Zeneszöveg Kft. (SBSC)
The exciting tasks and the
fantastic work environment
immediately made the work
my passion, a vocation that
has not waned since. Over
the past 14 years, I have faced
many professional challenges
in this pioneering work. I lead
many successful projects
from start to finish. I received
a lot of love and recognition,
which always gives me new
strength to continue.

The
founder
of
the
first Songbook Songwriting
Camp (SBSC) in Hungary and
CEO of the Songbook Ltd.
(Zeneszöveg.hu) the lyrics
database for national lyrics.
As an IT professional, he is into
technology and working for the
Hungarian music scene since
2004. As an entrepreneur,
he believes that technology
can support creativity while
bringing royalty to everyone’s
work fairly. Music publisher for
the camp songs.

More then just making music.

Our partners
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